WEATHER
48°F / 39°F
Rain

THURSDAY
APRIL 28TH 2016

WEATHER LINEUP TOPIC:
FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY
Read this article on Forbes for
Four Reasons Why Budgets Don’t Work.

RELAXING UNDER THE STARS
On April 28th there will be
relaxing under the stars at the
Abrams Planetarium from
12:10-12:50 pm, for more
information click here.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!
Happy birthday to Brian
Hoort! We hope you have a
great day and thank you for
everything you do for
Information Services!

IS DAILY EVENTS
EAT AT STATE
IS RESOURCE ROOM 131
8AM-5PM

TECH SUPPORT BIWEEKLY MTG.
IS CONFERENCE ROOM 130
9AM-10AM

LAUNDRY PILOT RECAP AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
IS CONFERENCE ROOM 100c
11AM-12PM

RHS COLLAB STRATEGIC MKTG.
COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
IS CONFERENCE ROOM 100C
1PM-2:30PM

ICS 200
IS TRAINING ROOM 115
2:30PM-4PM

CS ETHERNET FOR CC READERS MTG.
IS CONFERENCE ROOM 100C
2:30PM-3:30PM